The same order of inquiry applies to malignant disease (4) . If such tissue developments have as their exciting cause the action of specific viruses, why is it that such bodies find in the cells, especially of certain organs as they pass their peak of maturity and into senescence, a favorable environment for their existence and express such an adaptation in a wildness of cell growth and an associated intoxication of the organism as a whole, designated as malignant disease?
The occurrence of such states in infancy and early childhood and in senility is less frequent than in the mature and senescent individual. If such tissue growths come about from a lack of chemical tissue restraint or the advent of a tissue stimulus other than a living invading organism, it would appear equally important that knowledge of a highly complex, difficult-to-obtain, and exact order should be searched for in tissues at various age segments in order to explain modifications in tissue susceptibility or resistance to the development of such states of malignancy. Such states favorable to virus growth, to a lack of tissue restraint, or to tissue stimulation cannot be ascertained until we possess biochemical and biophysical information of cell life at various periods in the life of the organism as a whole, in order to contrast chemically through these data periods in the life span of tissues characterized by relative resistance as susceptibility to changes of a malignant order.
At the present time diseases of the heart and blood vessels, especially the latter, take the highest toll of life. Such terminal events, in all likelihood commencing years before the finality of the blood vessel accident or episode, certainly show themselves in a much higher percentage in adult and late adult life. The occurrence of coronary artery disease with occlusion in youth has recently been emphasized (1, 2). These heart and blood vessels changes are usually seen as tissue changes in the process of repair, as indicated by the laying down of fibrous tissue in the place of a protective endothelium and functional muscle tissue. The familial incidence and, of more significance, the age incidence in the development of such disease cannot be questioned. Basic research of a chemical order in an attempt to learn the nature of those chemical changes, the modifications in blood vessel tissue metabolism, and tissue metabolism in general, in which such vessels that are associated with aging share, has certainly lagged in its applied interest. The older microscopic type of investigation, perhaps for want of an adequate chemical technique, continues to dominate investigations concerning the causes of heart and blood vessel disease. This most important problem will be solved only with the discovery of the biochemical constitution of tissues as they advance from an age period of relative nonsusceptibility to vascular disease into that middle-age segment in which their susceptibility is marked and at which time such changes often terminate life. As a result of the rapidly increasing life span of the individual there will be a mounting number of human beings falling in that age segment in which vascular disease reaches such a state of development as to express itself either as incapacity or death.
Through certain illustrations used above, an attempt has been made to divest the minds of many individuals of an interpretation of the study of aging processes as a dominant interest in senility. Senility and the care of the senile deserve consideration both as biological end reactions and as an expression of the fineness of human feeling. The significance of an understanding of aging resides in the assumption that through such information the shifting, adapting, and nonadapting changes of a chemical order of life are to express themselves in determining those age areas in which tissue degenerations make their appearance, in which tissues exert their influence in the formation of new and abnormal tissue growths, or the advent of certain specific states of disease falling in the group of viruses which require an intracellular environment highly specific in its chemical constitution for their propagation.
